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CHAPl'ERI 
INTR(l)UCTION 
It is quite a simple matter to obtain the net exchange of thermal 
radiation between two black surfaces separated by nonabsorbing media 
once several factors are known, i.e., the temperatures of the surfaces 
under consideration, and the geometric relationship of the surfaces. All 
bodies at temperatures above absolute zero will continuously radiate heat 
to their surroundings, even though they may at the same time be absorbing 
more heat than they emit. The net exchange between a black body and its 
surroundings is merely the difference in the energy radiated from the body 
and the energy received from the surroundings. 
In order to determine the net energy exchange between two bodies,the 
shape and orientation of the bodies must be considered. The object of 
this study was to provide a rapid and accurate determination of the 
geometric relationship between various surfaces. This relationship is 
referred to as the configuration factor. The configuration factor from 
surface A1 to surface A2, written as r1_2, is defined as the fraction 
of radiant flux leaving surface A1 directly incident on surface A2 • 
To obtain a mathematical expression for the geometrical relation-
ship between two surfaces, consider a small element of surface dA1 on A1 
(see Fig. 1). If a hemisphere is placed over dA1 with dA1 at the center, 
the hemisphere will intercept all of the radiation beams emitted by the 
1 
/ 
Fig. 1. Geometric Illustration of Configuration Factor 
area dA1 • A point directly above dA1 on the hemisphere will see"¾ 
without distortion, but any other point on the hemisphere will see 
the projected area of dA1, i.e., dA1 cos ~l where ~l is the angle 
between the normal to dA1 and the line connecting the center of~ 
with the point on the hemisphere. The radiant energy emitted from~ 
per unit of time can be determined from the definition of radiation 
intensity. Radiation intensity, I, is defined as the radiant energy 
emitted by a surface per unit solid angle, per unit time, and per unit 
area of emitting surface perpendicular to the direction ot the ray. 
The energy emitted from clA1 reaching an area dA2 on the hemisphere is 
then 
where 
(1.1) 
dql-H = radiant energy emitted from dA1 per unit time 
I= intensity of radiation as defined above 
~l = angle between ray and normal to dA1 
dA' 
2
2 solid angle subtended at dA1 by dA~ on the 
r 
hemisphere 
r = radius of hemisphere 
If surface Al is assumed to be a diffuse emitte~, where the inten-
sity, I, is independent of the direction of the ray, the total energy 
emitted per unit time by A1 will be 
Ql-H = I JH cos ~1·dwl-H. dAl (1.2) 
where the integration is performed over the hemisphere. If dA2 is takE 
as a surface element on A
2
, the subtended solid angle dW1_2 is the pro· 
jected area of~ in the direction of the incident radiation divided 
by the distance between~ and~ squared or 
I cos p1 cos ~2 ~ ~ 
= 
$2 dql-2 
where, ~2 = angle between normal to~ and incident radiat 
S = distance between~ and dA2 • 
Integrating equation (l.3) over both surfaces, the total energy I 
unit time leaving surface 1,_ and reaching surface~ is 
_ s s cos '31 cos '32 dAl ~ 
Ql-2 - I A A_ 2 1 -"2 S 
(1.4) 
From the definition of the configuration factor and equations (1.2) at 
(1.4) there is obtained, 
I JAl Ji\ cos ~l cos ~g cl'\ 
S2 (1.5} 
The denominator of equation (1.5) integrated over a hemisphere yields 
~A1 I, so the mathematical expression for the configuration factor fo 
surfaces A1 and A2 becomes: 
(1.6) 
Equation (1.6) has been evaluated for a number of configurations, hOli 
ever, for many geometrical relationships and for curved surfaces, the 
analysis becomes quite complex and tedious. Integration of equation 
(1.6) can be accomplished by dividing the surfaces into small sub-arE 
and numerically evaluating the double integral obtained. The method 
in this study to obtain the configuration factor was obtained from a1 
approach outlined in reference (1). The method involves subdivision 
of one of the surfaces into small areas and subsequent computation of 
irradiation of the second surface by the subarea. This computation 
involves the evaluation of a contour integral, and the procedure is 
repeated for each small area, resulting in the average configuration 
factor from all of the small areas of the subdivided surface to the 
second surface. 
By the use of the reciprocal relationship, 
Al Fl-2 = A2 F2-1 
where, 
A1 = Area of surface 1 
"2 = Area of surface 2 
F2 _1 = Configuration factor from surface 2 to surface 1 
the configuration factor for surface 2 to surface 1 can be obtained 
if the areas of the surfaces in question and the configuration factor 
for surface 1 to surface 2 are known. 
The results of this study are in the form of four electronic com-
puter programs in the Fortran language. The programs were written for 
the IBM 650 digital computer, but with small additions, they can be 
5 
made compatible with IBM 704 Fortran. By simply specifying the geometric 
descriptions required to define the surfaces as the input of the programs 
a configuration factor will be obtained that is reasonably accurate for 
engineering applications. A provision has also been provided in the 
program to increase the accuracy of the result as required. 
CHAPTBR II 
EXISTING METHCDS FOR COMPUTATION OF 
RADIATION CONFIGURATION FACTORS 
There are several methods by which configuration factors can be 
computed, however, they mainly are limited to specialized shapes and 
geometrical relationships, and may involve making some simplifying · 
assumptions. Some of the methods and approaches are discussed here 
along with their limitations. 
As previously mentioned, equation (1.6) can be evaluated rwmeri-
cally by subdividing the surfaces involved into small areas and eval-
uating the double integral obtained. This method involves consider-
able calculations, and it is impracticable for any but very simple 
surfaces. D. C. Hamilton and W.R. Morgan have developed the config-
uration factor equations for several geometrical relationships in 
reference (2). A series of curves and tables are presented as the 
results of numerical evaluation of the equations. The configuration 
factors are given as functions of dimensionless ratios of the describj 
geometrical parameters of the configurations. Results are tabulated 
for planes intersecting at various angles, and for configurations inv( 
ing plane, line and point sources. Configuration factors are also gi, 
for cylinders with point and line sources. The information presented c 
be very useful in certain cases, but due to the mathematical complexi1 
involved in obtaining the configuration factors, the geometrical relat 
ionships presented are limited to specialized cases. 
The tabulated results in reference (2) can be extended to a 
certain extent to cover more general geometrical configurations by thE 
use of geometric flux algebra. With the aid of several basic rules oj 
flux algebra, Hamilton and Morgan show how the configuration factors< 
a nonintersecting and nonparallel segments of planes can be expanded i 
functions of the configuration factors for intersecting planes. By 
dividing the planes into pairs of areas with known configuration fact< 
the desired configuration factor can be found arithmetically from the 
known factors. This method is limited to isothermal surfaces, also ti 
geometrical relationship must be reducible to known relationships. Tl 
procedure involves, in some cases, the squaring and adding of numbers 
differing by several orders in magnitude which in turn are obtained f1 
a graph. The error in the final result may therefore be many times ti 
error in reading the curves. 
William H. McAdams, in reference (3), pp. 66-68, develops a meth< 
by which the configuration factor can be evaluated directly for some 
classes of irregular surfaces. Areas of infinite extent in one direc1 
generated by a straight line moving always parallel to itself, will b, 
identical cross sections on planes normal to the infinite dimension. 
one of these cross sections he constructs lines representing tangents 
between pairs of points, reducing the surface into an equivalent simp: 
enclosure. From a simple relationship between the lines drawn to red\ 
the complex surface to the equivalent simple surface he obtains the 
configuration factor. 
If one of the surfaces is small in relation to the other and can 
considered a point source, the unit sphere method can be used. A hem: 
phere of unit radius is constructed about the point source, and the 
projection of the second surface is obtained on the surface of the 
hemisphere. This projection is then transferred to the base of the 
hemisphere. The configuration factor is then the projected area on tl 
base of the hemisphere, divided by the area of the base, or n. The u1 
sphere method is useful for simple geometrical configurations, but in 
many cases the method does not lend itself readily to numerical calc-
ulations. 
Other methods of obtaining the configuration factor exist, emplo~ 
ing photography, mechanical integrators, or some type of optical pro-
jection. These methods require specialized equipment or models, and 
can be time consuming. 
CHAPTER III 
CONTOUR INTF.GRATION 
As was pointed out in the preceding chapter., no readily availa1 
methQd exists for obtaining the configu-ration factors for all types 1 
surfaces and which does not involve extensive computation or error-
inducing simplifying approximations. In many cases difficulty arisei 
from the evaluation of the double integral (1.6). It is possible 
through the use of vector calculus to replace the double integral of 
(1.6) with a single integral., saving a considerable amount of laboro 
In reference (1)., the author describes a method whereby the 
substitution is made possible 0 It has been developed for the cal-
culation of illumination from light sources., but it can be readily 
1 
adapted for radiation heat transfer calculatiOllS. In order to dem· 
onstrate the vector relationships of thermal radiation., consider a 
point source, s, placed at the origin of a system of co-ordinates (sE 
Fig. 2). If the intensity of the source in the direction of point P 
is I, then the irradiation of a surface ~ parallel to the x-y planE 
from a point s~urcE is 
G'= I 8 dw (3. 1) cos 
z 
= I cos 8 dA /r2 
z 2 
where I = intensity of source along r 
r = distance from sourc.e ·to point p 
1 See Appendix B. 
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Fig. 2. Illustration of Vector Concepts for Radiation 
8z = angle from normal tow\ to z axis 
dA2 = area of surface dA2 • 
Since this is the irradiation of a surface whose normal is 
z direction, it will be denoted as Gz. Using the above reasoni 
values of the irradiation on surfaces at P whose normals are in 
y, and z direction are, respectively, 
tx'= IdA2 cos ex 
2 
r 
-
I Gy = Id~ cos 9y 
2 
r 
-, IdA2 9z Gz = cos 
2 
r 
where Sx, Sy, 0 z are the angles between r and the three co-ordi1 
axes. The coefficient of the cosine term, Id~, is the same in 
2 
r 
three equations, and is equal to the irradiation of a surface P• 
pendicula.r to ro - - -It follows that Gx, Gy, and Gz are components 
vector whose magnitude is IdA
2 
and whose direction is from S to 
~ 
r 
along r. In vector notation, the irradiation at Pis 
-to ' 1 ' ' G = Gxi + Gy j + Gzk 
-If r 1 is a unit vector along r, 
G' = ~l IdA2 
2 
r 
If S is a surface rather than a point source, each element of ti: 
-surface provides an irradiation vector dG at point P, and the tc 
irradiation vector at P due to the entire source is the vector sum of 
all the component vectors. For a single area element dA
1 
of a su~fac, 
source A
1
, 
I COSq> d~ dA l 
2 i\ 
r dAz 
..... 
dG = (3.7 
where r 1 is a unit vector pointing from the particular element toward 
and q>is the angle between the normal to dA1 and r. For the entire su 
face source, 
__ J _ coscp ~ 
G - I s rl 2 
(3.8 
T 
Equation (3. 8) gives the value of the irradiation on a plane normal t 
r at point P. The irradiation on any other plane at point P is obtai 
by multiplying the absolute value of G, or !GI by the cosine of the a, 
..... 
between G and the normal to the plane. 
Using the vector relationship in (3.8), it is now possible to ob 
an expression for the configuration factor for an arbitrary geometric 
re lat ions hip. The mathematical express ion for the dot product betwee 
two vectors is, 
i 1• ti1 = !'i\ I 1;1 I cos cp 
where absolute value of vector r 1 li\l= 
1;11= .... absolute value of vector n1 normal to surface S 
- .... cp = angle between r 1 and n1 
- -If both r 1 and n 1 are unit vectors, (3.9) becomes 
- -rf n1 = cos cp 
(3.1 
Using the relat1.onship (3.10) in equation (3.8) t~cre is obtah.c, 
What is now des ired is the reduction of the surface integral (~. 
a more easily evaluated line integral around the boundary or con: 
of the surface S. This can be done with the use of Stokes' theo 
Stokes' theorem relates the surface integral of the curl of a ve, 
quantity to the line integral of the quantity. Stated mathemati, 
where .... A= vector point function 
.... 
n 1 = unit normal to surface S 
d; = an element of the contour of surface S 
dT - an element of area of surface S 
If both sides of equation (3.11) are multiplied by an arbitrary 1 
-vector N, it becomes 
- -N•G r N•r1 c- -0 = I -- r ·n dA1 .. s 2 1 
r 
Since dot multiplication is associative, i.e., (tA)·B = t(A•B), 
equation (3.13) can be rearranged as 
n • 
1 
It can be shown 1 that 
-
1 
= 2 curl (3 .11 
Using this relation, equation (3.14) becomes 
Using Stokes -substituted for A in equation (3 
equation (3.16) becomes 
1. ;:: 2 (3.1· 
The scalar triple product in (3 .17) can be commuted cyclically witho, 
-altering the sign, and since N is constant with respect to the inte-
gration, (it is an arbitrary unit vec.tor) equation (3 .17) becomes 
(3.11 
or, it follows, 
- -ds x r 1 
r (3 .1! 
The mathematical expression of the cross product in (3.19) is 
1
ds X rll 1 
r = ; sine ds 
(3.21 
- -where 8 is the angle between vector d.s and unit vector r 1 • Equation 
(3 .20) gives the absolute magnitude of the cross product of the vect1 
1 See Appendix A. 
d-; and -; 1 • Setting this magnitude equal to j<tijand substituting 
(3 .20), 
J <b. C 
-where ck:X is a vector whose magnitude is equal to the angle _intet 
-by ds from point P and whose direction is perpendicular to the i 
-and de (see Fig. 3). The vector <ti points in the direction of 
of a right handed screw turned from ds to r1 • Equation (3.21) E 
irradiation at a point P due to a surface source S in terms of i 
gral taken around the contour of the source. For surfaces with 
gonal boundaries, the c::6 vectors along one side of the figure a1 
collinear and add directly. 
Consider a polygon source ABCDE ( Fig. 4). In order to co1 
the irradiation at point P due to ABCDE using contour :1-ntegratii 
proceed as follows. From equation (3 .21), the contribution to 1 
diation at P due to side AB is 
I di AB 
Since dfi is a vector perpendicular to the plane formed by ds an1 
and all vectors do are collinear due to the straight line boundi 
integration indicated in equation (3 .22) becomes an ordinary sc, 
Thus 
(3.23) becomes, after integration, 
.... I 
= al 2 cpl 
p 
contour 
element 
cp :g ds sin8 
r 
Fig. 3. Contour Integration for Surface S 
D 
Surface 1 
Surface 2 
Fig. 4. Contour.Integration for Polygon Source 
where <i1 is a unit vector perpendicular to the plane formed by c 
and cpl is the angle subtended at P by side A-B of the polygon. 
the contribution to the irradiation at point P due to side BC iE 
where a.2 is a unit vector perpendicular to plane PBC and q>2 is 
angle intercepted at P by side BC. For a polygon of n s,ides, ,tl 
irradiation at Pis 
where <i1 is a unit vector normal to the i th plane. The direct: 
be always the direction dictated by the right hand rule for vec1 
products. The use of equation (3 .26) eliminates the need to in1 
to obtain the irradiation at a point due to a source having a pc 
boundary. 
Obtaining the configuration factor using equation (3.26) ii 
matter. Equation (3 .26) gives the irradiation at point P due tc 
gonal source, and from the definition of the configuration factc 
simply becomes necessary to divide the total irradiation at poi1 
the total flux emitted by the source. As in the denominator of 
(1.5), the total energy emitted by the source per unit time is 
dividing this into the total flux reaching point P, the result 
This equation is the basis of the method used to calculate con£: 
factors for several configurations in this report. Aa will be I 
the next chapters, the method is readily adaptable for electron: 
computers and gives excellent results. 
CHAPTER IV 
ADAPTION OF CONTOUR INTEGRATION TO AN 
ELECTRONIC DIGITAL COMPUTER 
The method outlined in the previous chapter lends it~elf l!'ea 
computer calculation. The four computer programs presented ln tb 
port all use as a basis of calculation the fornula (3.27). The 1: 
the programs is fairly simple. Formula (3.26) expresses the b~r, 
at a point due to a polygonal source. Since the configuration fi 
between two surfaces is usually desired, rather than between a pc 
a surface, it simply becomes necessary to obtain the irradiation 
sufficient number of points on one of the surfaces and add the rE 
vectorially. 
In each program, the surfaces are specified as to shape, si~ 
location by co-ordinates on a cartes ian system. The program div: 
of the surfaces into small subarea elements, and obtains the co•c 
nates of the center of each subarea. The center point of each s, 
is considered as a point being irradiated by the second surface. 
tour integration theory is then applied to each center point in 1 
the results are added vectorially. The final result 1, then the 
irradiation by the second surf-.ce on the surface defined by the 4 
points of the subareas, or for a sufficient number of points the 
20 
is the total irradiation by the second surface on the first surf, 
Once the co-ordinates of the center points are known, it is 
tively simple to apply the contour integration theory using the· 
known procedures of analytic geometry. For example, consider a 
center point Pon the subdivided surface. Assume also that the 
surface is a polygon ABCDE of five sides (see Fig. 4). To deter 
irradiation at P using contour integration, according to formula 
the contribution side AB of the second surface makes to the irra 
is simply the angle subtended by AB at P uultiplied by the unit 
to the plane PBA. I.n order to find the unit normal to the plane 
by P, B and A, the equation of the plane passing through the co-
nates of P, B, and A is calculated. This is easily accomplished 
the equation of a plane is of the form 
A x + B y + C z + l = 01 
we can substitute the co-ordinates of each point for x, Y, and z 
result is three equations with three unknowns A, B ancl c. The c 
cients of x, y and z in (4.1) are the direction cosines of a nor 
the plane from the origin. To obtain an expression for the unit 
to the plane PBA, it is necessary to use the relationship 
-where n 1 is the unit normal to plane PBA. 
To obtain the angle subtended by AB at P, the direction c01: 
the 1 ines PA and PB are determined fJ;"om the relations 
X2 - Xl cos a= d 
where 
Xl, 
X2, 
The 
cosf3 = 
COS')'= 
Y2 - Yl 
d 
Z2 - Zl 
d 
d = J ( X2 - xi) 2 + ( Y2 - YI) 2 + ( Z2 - z1) 2 
Yl, Zl = co-ordinates of end of line at p 
Y2, Z2 = co-ordinates of end of line at plane. 
cosine of the angle between the two lines can ~e deteni 
the relationship 
cos W= cos a A cos a:B + cos j3A cos j3B + cos '1 A cos 1'B 
The angle a> is then obtained from the arc cosine relationshi· 
tiplying the vector ;.1 by the scaler~, the contribution to the 
tion at P due to side AB is obtained. The process is repeated 
BC, CD, DE, and EA of the polygon. The equations of the planes : 
PDE, and PEA are obtained, the unit normals to each plane are ca: 
and multiplied by the angles subtended by each of the sides of tl 
and the resu 1 ts - the x, y and z components of the irradiation· vi 
added to obtain the total irradiation at point P. · The whole prot 
is then repeated for another point on the surface. The subseque1 
are those defined by the co-ordinates of the center points c,f th« 
on the surface. The result obtained for each point P is added Vt 
Since each point P represents a small area rather than a point, 1 
irradiation of the second surface by the first surface is obtain• 
multiplying the vector result obtained above by the cosine of tht 
between the irradiation vector and the normal to the second surfi 
The procedure is fairly straightforward in cases where ev1 
on one of the surfaces can "see" every point on the second aur: 
complication arises when one or both of the surfaces are curve, 
portions of the surface exist that can see only a part or none 
other surface. In other words, each point on a curved surface 
horizon, and the second surface can either be totally above or 
the horizon, or only a portion of the second surface may be ab1 
horizon. If the second surface lies totally below the horizon 
no radiant energy can reach the point from the surface., and co1 
no radiant energy leaving the point can reach the surface. In 
of a surface lying partly below the horizon of a point., only ti 
from the portion of the surface above the horizon is considere1 
In view of this., the programs dealing with curved surfacei 
horizon decision made for each subarea center point. This dee: 
termines the posit ion of the second surface relative to the ho: 
the point in question. In cases where the second surface lies 
above the horizon, the co-ordinates of the points of intersect 
horizon and the surface must be calculated. Considering the a1 
surface to be the polygon ABa>, the point P will be irradiate1 
portion of ABCD that appears above the horizon. This new polyi 
defined by the co-ordinates of the intersection points of the 1 
and ABa>. Even though the original polygon was four-sided, th1 
polygon can be either three-, four-, or five-sided., depending 1 
section points. 
A thorough discuss ion of each of the programs follow in the 
ing chapters. 
CHAPTER V 
PLANE-TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
In order to utilize the digital computer to calculate a cc 
ation factor using the contour integration theory, it is necess 
present the calculations in a logical sequence and in a format 
ables the computer to perform the necessary manipulations. The 
whereby this was accomplished utilized the Fortran system. Th1 
allowed the program to be written in symbols and algebraic equa 
closely resembling conventional mathematical formulas. The con 
translated this program into a form usable . for actual calculatf 
the Fortran program as written will be discussed since the logi 
followed readily. 
The plane-to-plane program was too large for the storage c 
of the IBM 650 and it appears here in two parts• This does not 
way affect. the logic of the program. The splitting of the pros 
accomplished by using the same dimension statement for both par 
program. The computer then reserves the same storage are• for 
scripted variables appearing in the dimension statement in both 
As a result of this, the information calculated in the first pa 
program is saved within the computer in the proper place, and i 
necessary to read in any new information or data before startin 
second part of the program. Care had to be taken that the fire 
25 
subscripted variable appearing in the dimension statement was 
the variables used in the second part of the program. The fir 
variable also had to be larger than fourteen. This had to be 
the computer will use the first fourteen spaces of the dimens 
for temporary storage while reading the program on the dNm. 
stroys any information which may have been stored in those 101 
The data input to the program consists of the x, y and z 
of the corner points of the planes. The only limitation for 1 
of the two planes is that it is necessary for one of the piatM 
tally above the horizon of the other plane. The necessary pre 
required is, in order, the problem number, N, and the co-ordi1 
plane A followed by co-ordinates of plane B. The co-ordinatet 
cyclic or ordered around the plane (see Fig. 5). 
Plane B should be the smaller of the two planes, as .it w~ 
vided into a number of subar~as. The smaller the plane is, tli 
accurately it can be represented by a given number of points. 
of N wil 1 determine the number of subdivisions for plane B. I 
be divided into N squared subareas. 
The flow chart for the plane-to-plane program appears in 
The actual Fortran program statements appear in Table 1. The 
lated result is in the form of the product of the area of pla11 
the configuration factor between plane A and plane B. The des 
figuration factor can be found easily by the use of the recip~ 
lationship in equation (l.7). 
z 
AX(4) 
AY(4) 
AZ(4) 
y 
BX(l) 
BY(l) 
BZ(l) 
i.---------------x 
AX(l) 
AY(l) 
AZ(l) 
AX(3) 
AY(3) 
AZ(3) 
AX(2) 
AY(2) 
AZ(2) 
Fig. 5. Plane-to-Plane Configuration 
Obtain co-ordinate s BXC (I, J), 
BYC (I, J) BZC (I , J) o f c e nter 
points of subareas o n p l a ne B 
Cards 2 6 - 5 1 
I 
Obtain x,y and z coefficient s of 
equations of the four p lanes from 
BXC (I,J) B~C (I , J), BZC (I,J) to 
s ides of plane A 
Cards 64-74 
l 
Obtain unit normals 
to the above four planes 
Cards 7 5 -82 
T 
Obtain cosine of angle subtended 
at BXC (I,J), BYC (I,J), BZC (I,J) 
by each side of plane A 
Cards 83-99 
I 
Obtain angle ALPHA(N) for 
each cosine in previous block 
Cards 100-128 
I 
M.lltiply unit normals of 
planes by angle ALPHA(N) 
Card 131 
I 
28 
l 
Sum Vector result of irradiation at 
point BXC(I,J), BXC(I,J), BZC(I,J) 
Cards 148-152 
l 
Obtain direction cosines of 
normal to plane B 
Cards 154-167 
l 
Obtain areas of plane A 
and plane B 
Cards 168-189 
I 
Obtain product of configurati on 
factor FA-Band area of plane A 
and punch results 
Cards 190-195 
Fig. 6. Block Diagram of Plane-to-Plane Program 
C 0000 0 RAD1AT10N CONFIGURATION FACTO 
C 0000 0 RS FOR FLAT RECTANGULAR PLANES 
DIMENSIOHRI 181 • 
1 AXl51,AYl51, 
2 AZIS1,BX14l,BYl41,BZl41t 
3 CSTHl3,51,COS14ltALPHAl41 
DIHENSlONBXCl10tlOltBYCl10tl01 
l ,BZC110tl01,Gllll•G21111G31ll• 
2 El4t31tPRONOlll•Nllll 
REA01PRONOllltNlllltAXlllt 
1 AYllltAZlll,AXl21,AY(21 
READ,AZ(21tAXl31tAYl31•A2(31, 
1 AXC41•AYl411AZl41 
REA018Xlll18YllltBZlllt8Xl21• 
1 BYl21tBZC2118XIJI 
READ,BY13l•BZ13)t9XC41•BYl41, 
l 8Zl41 
C 0000 0 JNCREM, MID POfNT COORDS 
S•Nllll 
Nl•Nllll 
AD•l,5707879. 
Al•-.21412453 
AZ•,06466649 
A3••o0JS75663 
A4•,00864884 
DELXR•CBX(ZI-BXllll/5 
XR•BX(ll•OELXR/2• 
DELXL•IBXC31-BX(411/S 
XL•8Xl41•DELXL/2o 
DELYR•l8Yl21-BYC111/S 
YR•BYlll-OELYR/21 
OELYL•C8YIJI-BYC411/S 
YL•8YC41•DELYL/2• 
DELZR•l8ZC21-BZl1111S 
ZR•BZ(ll•OELZR/2• 
OEUL•(8ZIJI-BZl411/5 
ZL•8ZC41-oELZL/2• 
DELX•CXL•XRI /S 
OELY•IYL•YRI/S 
OEU• IZL•ZRl/5 
DO 6 111•1,Nl 
XR•XA+oELJCR 
YR•YR+oELYA 
ZR•ZR+DELZR 
BXCIM,ll•XR+DELX/2• 
BYCIMtll•YR+DELY/2• 
BZCCM,lJ•Zll+DEU/Ze 
D05J•2tN1 
BZCINtJl•BZCCN,J•ll+DELZ 
8XCIM,Jl•8XCCM,J•1J+DE&.X 
~ 0 RY~fM•Jl•RY~fMoJ•ll6ft~LY 
TABLE 1 
PLANE•TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
lS 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
ZS 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
" 36 37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
G31ll•Oo 
00131•1,Nl 
D013J•l ,Nl 
BXC 118XCll,JI 
BYC•BYCI !,JI 
BZCcBZCI ltJI 
007H.,lt4 
EIM,ll•BYC t(AZIMl•AZIH+ll 
l l+AYIMl•IAZlM+ll•BZC l+AYI 
2 M+ll•IBZC -AZIMI) 
EIM,21•8ZC •IAXIMl•AXIM+ll 
1 )+AZIMl•l~XlM+ll-BXC l+AZf 
2 14+11• IBXC -AXIMII 
E1Mt31•8XC •lAYIMl•AYIM+ll 
1 l+AXIMl•fAYIM+ll-BYC l+AXI 
2 M+ll•IBYC •AYIMII 
7 C CONTINUE 
D081i1•lt4 
ESOD•EIM,ll•EIMtll+EIMtZl•EIM, 
1 21+ElM,31•ECM,31 
RlMl•SORTFIESODI 
8 0 CONTINUE 
D09M•h4 
D09N•l,3 
9 0 EIM,Nl•EIM,NI/RIMI 
D010N•l,4 
DELXa8XC •AXINI 
DELY•BYC •AYINI 
DELZ•BZC •AZINI 
RISOD•OELX•DELX+DELY•OELY+OELZ 
l •DELZ 
Rl•SOflTFCRlSODI 
CSTH(l,Nl•DELX/Rl 
CSTHl2tNl•DELY/Rl 
10 0 CSTHC3tNl•DELZIRl 
C5THf1,51•CSTHl1,11 
C5THC2,51•CSTHC2tll 
CSTHC3t51•CSTHCJtll 
DO 650 N•h4 
COSCNl•CSTHfltNl•CSTHCltN+ll• 
1 CSTHC2,Nl•CSTHl2tN+ll+CSTHIJ,N 
2 l•CSTHC3tN+ll 
IFICOSINll651,652t653 
651 0 JFfCOSINl+1,1658t654t659 
653 0 IFICOSfNl•l,1659,655,657 
652 0 ALPHAINl•l•5T079 
GO TO 650 
654 0 ALPHAfNJ•3ol4159 
GO TO 650 
655 0 ALPHAINl•Oe 
GO TO 650 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
6) 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
7) 
74 
H 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
9' 
94 
95 
96 
91 
91 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
101 
108 
802 0 LL"O 803 0 PHl=ARG•IARG•IARG•IA4•ARG+ 
803 l A3l+A21+All+AO 
PHJ2£SQRTfll,-ARGI 
ANGLE 11PH1•PHI2 
IFILL•l1Sl0t815t820 
815 0 ANGLEc3,14159•ANGLE 
810 0 ALPHAtNl•ANGLE 
GO TO 650 
820 0 PAUSE 9877 
658 0 IFICOSINl+l,00011656,654,654 
657 O IFICOSINl•l1000ll655,65St656 
656 0 PAUSE 1111 
650 0 CONTINUE 
D0l2M•1,4 
D01ZN•lt3 
12 0 ECM,Nl•EIM,Hl•ALPHAIMI 
Gl(ll• Gllll +Elltll+E 
l 12,ll+E13,ll+El4,ll 
G21ll•G2111 +Ellt21+E 
l 12,Zl+El3,21+£14t21 
G31ll•G31ll +Ellt3l+£ 
1 12t31+EIJ,31+£14t31 
13 0 CONTINUE 
£NO 
C 0000 0 START S£C0fiDPR0GRAM 
DlMENSIOIIRllll • 
l AX151tAYl5)t 
2 AZ15ltBXC4lt8YC4ltBZC41t 
3 CSTHllt5ltCOSl41tALPHAl4l 
OIM~SIONBXCllO,lOltBYCllOtlOl 
1 ,Bzc110,101,GlllltGZllltG3(1)t 
Z EC4o311PROMOCll1Nlll) -
S•Nllll 
Sl•SORTFIG1111•Gllll+G2Cll• 
1 G21ll+G3111•GSl111 
CSBTX•GlUl/51 
CS8TY•G2Cll/S1 
CSBTZ•GJC 11 /Sl 
. _ C 0000 0 AflEA Of PLANE& CALCULATION 
Dl•BYC U•IB1U l•BZCJ> l+BYUl•f 
1 BZIJ)•8ZC1ll+BYCJl•CBZC1l-B2Ca 
z It 
D2•B2C 1 t•CBX(~I-BXUI J+BZUl•I 
1 BXl3l•SXClll+ll1Jt•IBXlll-BXl2 
Z II 
DS•BXllt•CBYIZI-BYCJll+BXCZl•C 
1 SYIJI-SYC111+8XCJt•IBYlll-BYC2. 
2 11 . 
TABLE I (Continued) 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
lS!I 
136 
U7 
138 
U9 
140 
141 
142 
lit! 
144 
145 
146 
147 
1'8 
149 
150 
151 
1S2 
1,s 
154 
RSOD•D1•D1+oi,oz+os•Ds R•SORTFCASQOI . . .. . -- - . 
CSALX•D1/R 
·155 
iH 
157 
1'8 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
.164 
16' 
166 
SIOElaSORTFIOELX•OELX+DELY•DEL 
I Y+OELZ•DELZ I 
OELX•8Xl3l•BX121 
OELYc8Y(31•BY121 
OELZ•BZ131·BZ121 
SIOEZ•SORTF!OELX•OELX+DELY•DEL 
Y+DELZ•DELZ I 
AREAB•SIDEJ•SIOE2 
DELX•AXIZl•AXIII 
DELY•AYl21•AYl11 
DELZ11AZIZl·AZIII 
SIOEI•SORTFIDELX•DELX+DELY•OEL 
Y+DELZ•OELZI 
OELXcAXl31•AXl21 
DELY•AY131•AYC21 
DELZ•AZl31•AZl21 
SIDE2•S0RTFIDELX•OELX+OELY•0EL 
1 Y+DELZ•DELZI 
AREAA•S10El•SIOE2 
C0Sl•CSALX•CSBTX+C5ALY1 CSBTY+C 
1 SAU•CSBTZ 
GAB•1Sl•COS1l/16,28Jl8I 
AAGAB•GAB•AREAB/1 S•SI 
PUNCK,PROHOllJ,AREAA,AltEABt 
l AAGAB 
ENO 
172 
173 
174 
175 
177 
176 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
18S 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
19, 
194 
195 
196 
197 
CHAPTER VI 
CYLINDER-TO-PLANE PROORAM 
The basic method for calculating the configuration factor f9r ~ ,: 
cylinder to a plane differs little from the method used in the plane-
to-plane program. As was pointed out in the derivation of equation . 
(3 .27), the surmnation replaces the integral sign only when the ~ource 
is a polygon. Because of this, the cylinder is the surface to be sµb~ 
divided and represented by the center points of the subarea.s. ~·of 
the differences between the cylinder-to-plane program and the plane-.t~-
plane program is of course the method by which the subareas are obtaip,ed 
along with their respective center point co-ordinates. 
The biggest difference, however, is represented by the addition of 
a horizon dee is ion loop. As was mentioned previously, there may be 
points on a curved surface which cannot "see" any or all of th~ second 
surface. Before equation (3.27) can be evalt.,iated for any particular.· 
subarea center point, a horizon decision is made for the point. If the 
plane lies totally above the horizon for the point, the contour inte• 
gration is performed as in the preceding program.· If the pla~~ l~e.s 
totally below the horizon for the point, the prograin will then skip the 
contour integration for that point, and progress to the next point on the 
cylinder and repeat the horizon decision until a point is found from which 
32 
the plane can be seen. If only a portion of the plane can be s·een, it 
will be in the form of a three-, four-, or five-sided polygon. T&e 
corner points of the polygon will be represented by the co-ordlnatei ·of 
the original corners appearing above the horizon and the co-ordinates of 
the intersect ion points between the horizon and the plane. The latter 
co-ordinates are calculated within the horizon decision loop,: The· con.;. 
tour integration is then performed for the·new polygon repres~nttng the· 
portion of the plane appearing above the horizon. 
The horizon decision is performed by rotating the y axis about the 
z axis to the point being considered. The co-ordinates· of the corner 
points of the plane are then calculated for the new rotated axis. Since 
the point in question now lies on the y axis, it simply becomes nec·essary 
to compare the radius of the cylinder with the rotate~ co-ordinates :of 
the plane. Any corner point of the plane whose ordinate ·has a value less 
than the radius of the cylinder lies below the horizon of the point' being 
considered on the cylinder. When the corner point lies below the hori-
zon, the co-ordinates of the intersection point between the horizon and 
the plane is then calculated. The co-ordinates so calculated are then 
trans formed back to the original axis location before the rotation was 
made. The contour integration is then performed with relation to the 
original axes. 
As in the plane-to-plane program, the irradiation vector must be 
multiplied by the normal to the subarea. The normal to the subarea is 
calculated from the gradient of the cylinder evaluated at the. center of 
the subarea in question. 
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The cylinder to plane program will calculate configuration fac~ors 
for full cylinders, or for any segment of a cylindrical surface., toa 
plane located anywhere outside the cylindrical surf-!,Ce, The necessary 
data input are the co-ordinates and angles necessary to describe the 
geometrica 1 relationship of the cylinder and plane. The axis of the 
cylinder is located along the z axis (see Fi'g. r,. The angular size 
of the cylinder is defined by angles Thet 1 and Thet 2 in degrees • . 
Taking the y axis as zero degrees and proceeding clQckwise, the angle 
(Thet 2 - Thet 1) must define the angular segment of the cylinder. The 
length of the cylinder is designated by the co-ordinates ZL and ZR ,:,f its 
end points. The radius of the cylinder is designated by R. The plan,e is 
defined by the x, y, and z co-ordinates of the corner poi~ts, designated 
as AX(l), AY(l), AZ(l), AX(2), AY(2), AZ(2), etc. The subscripts of the 
corner points must be cyclic or ordered around the plane. 
A block diagram of the cylinder to plane program along with the 
Fortran program appears on the following pages. 
z 
AX(l) 
AY(l) 
AZ(l) 
AX(4) 
AY(4) 
AZ(4) 
2 • Thet 
Fig· 7 • Cylinder-to-Plane Configuration 
y 
Front Vi• 
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I 
Obtain subareas on cylinder Obtain cosine of angles 
from angular and axial subtended by sides of plane 
subdivisions at point in question 
Cards 20-33 Cards 139-153 
I I 
Obtain sine and cosine of Obtain angle Alpha (N) for 
angle from y axis to sub-
• each cosine in above block 
area center point 
Cards 34-58 Cards 154-182 
I I 
Rotate y axis to center point in Multiply angle subtended by 
question and obtain co-ordinates sides of polygon Alpha (N) 
of corner points of plane by unit normals to plane 
Card 59-66 Cards 183-185 
1 I 
Determine position of plane Multiply irradiation vector by 
relative to horizon of point and normal to subarea and sum 
calculate any intersections results 
Card 72-120 Cards 186-.196 
I I 
Obtain x, y and z c 1:?e f ficients 
fbr equations of planes from Obtain area of plane 
point in question to sides of and area of cylinder 
polygonal plane 
Cards 125-134 Cards 199 .. 214 
I I 
Obtain unit normals to 
Obtain product of area of cylinder 
and configuration factor from ·the 
above planes 
cylinder to the plane and punch 
results 
Cards 13S-138 Cards 215-218 
I 
Fig. 8. Block Diagram of Cylinder-to-Plane Program 
TABLE 11 
CYLINDER-TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
C 0000 0 CONFIG FAC CYLINDER TO PLANE 
OIMENSJONARl5 ltAX15ltAYl5)tAZ 
l 151tAXRl51tAYRl51,CSTHXl61t 
2 CSTHYl6ltCSTHZl61,CXl61tCYl61 
DIMENSION CZl61,E15•3ltALPHAC5 
1 ltCSSl51 
l 0 REAO,PRONO,J2, AXI 11 t 
l l AY1ll,AZ111,AXl21 
REAO,AYl21,AZ121tAXl31,AYl31t 
1 AZl31tAXl4l,AYl41 
READ,AZl41,THETltTHET2, 
1 ZR,ZL,R 
AN=J2 
A0"1•5707879 
Al•-.21412453 
A2=e08466649 
A3•-,03575663 
A4•e00864884 
C 0000 0 OBTAIN COORD HO PTS 
DELTH•ICTHET2-THET11/ANI 
1 •0.0174533 
THET3•THETl*0,0174533-
l DELTH/2,0 
C 0000 0 OETERMJN OF HORIZ INTERSECT 
G1•0, 
G2•0, 
G3•0o 
AXCSl•AX(ll 
AYUl•AYlll 
AZC51•AZl11 
OELZl•JZL-ZRI/Alt 
BZ•ZR-OEUl/2• 
CONl•BZ 
500 0 00 672 M•loJ2 
TH£T3•THET3+o£LTH 
NA•l 
ARGM-THET3 
.220 0 COM-ARGM 
-- · ·. ARGMaARGM-1•570788 . . . - - -- .. .. - - ·· 
JFCARGMl20Zt202tZD4 
204 0 NA•NA+l 
GO TO 220 
202 0 ARGM-CON4 
VARl•SIN,IARGMJ 
VAR2•C0SF(ARGMJ 
GO TO (Z.29t230o231t232o229t 
l UOt231t232o229o2301•NA 
229 0 SNALA•VARl 
CSALR•VAR2 
1 
2 
3 
" 5 
6 
7 
B 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
~ 
47 
48 
49 
50 GO TO 250 
--- zso-6 SNALR•VARZ 
CSALR-VAR1 
GO TO 250 
------- - ---- ·- . - ·-- · 51 ·- ----
231 0 SNALR-VARl 
CSALR•-VARZ 
______ __ .. GOTO uo . 
ZS2 0 SNAUl~ARZ 
52 
5S 
,'4 
55 
56 ,.,, .. 
CSALR•VARl 
ZSO O 00 !JO N•lt4 
AXAINJ•AXIN)•CSALA-AYIHl•SNALA 
SlO O AYAINJ•AYlNJ•CSALR•AXIHl•!>NALA 
AXRlSl•AXAlll 
AYRlSJ•AYAlll 
BX•A•SNALR 
BY•R•CSALR 
BZ D(ONl 
600 0 00 671 Hl•ltJ2 
BZDBZ•DELZ 1 
T!4Pl•O• 
TM92•0o 
TM93•0e 
tt•0 
DO 350 N•lt• 
1FIAYAIHI-Al310tl20tl30 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
6~ 
66 
6 7 
66 
69 
70 
71 
72 
l3 
74 
H 
P~l U 
LA•O 77 
310 0 IF IAYRIN+ll-AI 3!10,l!IO, 31 l 
311 0 
312 0 
312 l 
312 2 
XR•IA-AYAIN+lll•IAXAINI-AXR 76 
01+111/IAYRINI-AYAIN•l 11 79 
•AXAIN+ll 80 
Kl•lt+LA 81 
Cl(Kll•XR•CSALR+R•SHALR IZ 
CY I Kl I •R•CSALR-XR•SIIALR 8S 
CZlltll•IR•AYRIN+Ul•IALINI-Al 84 
1 (H+lll/lAYRINI-AYRIN+lll 85 
2 +AZUt+l I 86 
tFlLA•11350o334,313 87 
313 0 PAUSE7777 88 
320 0 lF IAYRllt+11-tll321t322•323 89 
32101ta1t+l 90 
GO TO 3'0 91 
U20~~1 n 
CXCKJ•AXCNI 9S 
CYCKJ•AYlNI 94 
CZCK)•AZCNI 9S 
GO TO ,SO 96 
:S2lJ O K•lt+l 97 
OUKt•AXlNI 98 
CYIU•AY&IU 99 
CZCK)•AZC•> 100 
CXIK+1J•AXCN+ll 101 CYC K+U•AYCN+ll . .• - - • . . -· - . ·- ··1oz -
CZCK+ll•AZCN+11 10S 
GO TO 350 - 10. 
'30 0 lt•lt+l : . 105 
lFIAYRCN+ll-Rl:SS1•3SZo3lJZ . 106 
:SlJl O CXIK)•AXCNJ 107 
CYCKl•AY(NI ·------- oe-
CZIKJ•AZCNJ 109 
LA•1 · · -- · · - - uo·-
oo TO 3U 111 
, ... 0 lt•lt+l . . -- - . -··--- 112 -· 
GO TO 350 ·---~------11.lJ S9Z O CXCKl•A•tNI 11_- • w 
0\ 
TABLE II (Continued) 
115 CYIKJ•AYINI 116 CZIKJ 0AZINJ 
117 CXIK+ll•AXIN+ll 
118 CYIK+llo:AYIN+l I 
119 CZIK+ll"'AZIN+ll 
120 350 0 CONTINUE 121 JFIK-2167lt671t620 
122 620 0 CXIK+ll•CXlll 
123 CYI K+l I cCYI 11 
CZI K+l I o:CZ 111 124 
00 640 JcltK 125 
Ell,ll•BY•ICZIII-CZIJ+ll l+cY 126 
l IIl•CCZll+ll-BZl+CYll+ll 127 
2 •IBZ-CZIIII 128 
El lt21•BZ •1cxc11-cxc1+111 129 
l +CZIJJ•ICXll+ll-BXl+CZCl+ll• 130 
2 csx-cx11 n 131 
Ellt31•BX•ICYl11-CYl1+111+CXII 132 
1 l•fCYCl+ll•BYl+CXll+lJ•C BY- 133 
2 CYll 11 134 
ARlll•SORTFIEll,ll*EII,ll+EII 135 
l ,2J•ECI,Zl+Ell,31•EIJt311 136 
DO 630 J•lt3 137 
630 0 ElloJl•ECl,JI/ARlll 138 
DELX,.BX-CXI 11 139 
OELY.,BY-CYI IJ 140 
0ELZ•BZ-CZII1 141 
Rl•SQRTF(OELX•OELX+oELY•OELY+ 142 
l DEU•DELZI l1t3 
CSTHXlll•DELX/Rl l" CSTHYII1•0ELY/Rl 145 
640 0 CSTH21ll•DELZ/Rl 146 
CSTMXIK+ll•CSTHX(ll 147 
CSTHYIK+lt•CSTHYlll 1•8 
CSTHZIK+lt•CSTHZ(ll 149 
00 6501•1o~ 150 
CS5lll•CSTHX1ll•CSTHXl1+11+ 151 
1 CSTHYIII-CSTHYCl+ll+CSTHZIIJ* l!U 
2 CSTHZll+lt 15S 
1FICS5llll65lt652t65S 15• 
651 0 JFICSSlll+l•l658t651to659 1!5' 
65S 0 lFICSSCll-lal659o655o657 156 
652 0 ALPHA(11•1a57079 157 
GO TO 650 158 
654 0 ALPHAlll•Sa14159 159 
GO TO 650 160 
655 0 ALPHAlll•Oa 161 
GO TO 650 _, 162 
659 0 ARG•CSSI JI 163 
799 0 1Fl'ARGl800o801•802 164 
800' ·o LL•l' - 165 ' 
. . ARG•-AR& · 166. 
GO TO BOS 167 
801 0 PAUSE 9777 168 
802' 0 LL•O 169 
SOSO PHl•ARG•IARG•IARG•IA4•ARG+ 170 
BOS ·1 A5J+A2 l,t,Al l+AO 171 
PHJ2•S0RTF1lo-ARGJ 
ANGLE•PHJ•PHl2 
JFfLL-11810,815,820 
815 0 ANGLE"3ol4159-ANGLE 
810 0 ALPHAlll•ANGLE 
GO TO 650 
B20 0 PAUSE 9877 
658 0 1FICSS1fl+l•00011656t654,654 
657 0 IFICSS1ll-lo000ll655,6S5,656 
656 0 PAUSE 1111 
650 0 CONTINUE 
00 660 101,1: 
00 660 J•l,3 
660 0 Ell,Jl•EII,Jl•ALPHAIII 
00 665 J•l,I( 
TMPl•Ell,ll+TMPl 
TMP2•E I I ,2 l+TMP2 
665 0 TMP3•E1I,3l+TMP3 
TEMP•S0RTFCCTMPl•TMPl+TMP2•TMP 
1 2+TMP3•TMP31•cex•ex+ev•BYII 
CSGMA•ITMP1•BX+TMP2•8Y I/TEMP 
Gl•TMPl•CSGMA+Gl 
G2•TMP2•CSGMA+G2 
G3•TMP3•CSGMA+G3 
671 0 CONTINUE 
672 0 CONTINUE 
S1•SGRTFIG1•G1+G2DG2+G3~31 
C 0000 0 AREA OF PLANES CALCULATION 
OELXaAX I 21-AXI 11 
DELY•AYl21•AYl11 
DELZ•AZIZI-AZlll 
SlOEt•SORTFCOELX•OELX+DELY•DEL 
1 Y+D£LZ•DELZ1 
OEU•AXl3t-AXl21 
D£LY•AYC3t-AY12I 
DELZ•AZCS1-AZl21 
SIDE2•SORTFIDELX•DELX+DELY•DEL 
l Y+0£LZ•OEUI 
AREAA•SID£1•SID£2 
C 0000 0 AREA OF CYLINDER 
DELZ•ZL-ZR 
AREA8•6•28S1B•R•DELZ• 
1 CTHET2-TH£Tll/S60o 
AAGA8•51 •AREAB/.1 AN*AND6e 283185 
1 I 
PUNCH,PRONO oAREAAoAREA8o 
1 AAGAB 
GO TO 1 
EJtD 
172 
173 
174 
175 
177 
176 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
20, 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
2U 
214 
215 
216 
217 
218 
219 
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CHAPTER VII 
SPHERE-TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
AB in the previous two programs, the basic method used to cal-
culate the configuration factor is the same. This program will cal-
culate the configuration factor from a sphere to a plJne ~r f:r:om .any 
port ion of a spherical surface that can be defined by the ~th~ used 
in the program. The cente~ of the sphere is located a~ the origin, 
Taking the y axis as positive and proceeding clockwise, a spherical seg-
ment is designated using the angles A~ph 1 and Alpb 2, The angle 
(Alph 2 - Alph 1) must define the angular segment of the sphere (see 
Fig. 9). The portion of the spherical segment is defined by the co-
ordinates of the edges. 
The plane is defined by the x, y, and z co-ordinates of the corner 
points exactly the same way as in the cylinder-to-plane program. As in 
the previous programs., the accuracy of the results can be varied by 
specifying a greater value for J2. 
The basic difference between the cylinder-to-plane progralll and the 
sphere-to-plane program is in the axis rotation procedure. All points 
on the surface of a cylinder along a line parallel to the axis of the 
cylinder have the same horizon plane. Because of this., a horizon de-
e is ion need only be made for one point on the line. In the case of a 
38 
sphere, each and every point on the surface of tfle sphere h1 
plane. In add it: ion, if the axis is to be rotated to a point 
face, it must be rotated through two angles in order to use 
trans format ion re lat ions hips to calculate the new co-ordinat 
corner points of the plane. After the z axis is rotated th1 
two angles to the point in question, the z co-ordinates of t 
points of the plane are compared with the· radius of the spht 
previous program t:o determine which corner points are above 
Plane and horizon intersections are· calculated when they ex:l 
co-ordinates of the intersections are then transformed back 
inal axes. The contour integration is then performed with 1 
original axes. 
A block diagram of the sphere-to-plane program, along 1 
Fortran program, follows. 
R RA 
X 
z 
' 
RB 
AX(4) 
AY(4) 
AZ(4) 
AX(l) 
AY(l) 
AZ(l) 
Alph 2 
Fig. 9. Sphere-to-Plane Configuration 
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I 
Obtain subareas on sphere Obtain cosines of angles subtend• 
from angle and length of ed at point on sphere by sides of 
subdivision polygon 
20-26 ' Cards 161-175 Cards 
I I 
Obtain sines and cosines of angles Obtain angle Alpha (N) for of rotation of z axis to point 
in question and calculate new 
each cosine above co-ordinates for corner 
points of plane 
Cards 35-88 Cards 176-197 
I I 
Determine position of plane Multiply angle Alpha (N), by unit 
relative to horizon of point 
and calculate any normal to planes 
intersections 
Cards 89-139 Cards 198-200 
- -- -- --.-
I I 
Multiply irradiation vector 
Obtain co-ordinates of by normals to subarea 
point on sphere in question and sum results 
Cards 141-143 Cards 201-212 
I I 
O~tain x, y and z co-efficients Obtain area of plane and 
for equations of planes from point 
on· sphere to sides of polygonal area of sphere 
~ plane ' ' 
Cards 147-156 Cards 216-230 . 
I I 
Obtain product of the area of tbe 
Obtain unit normals spherical segment and the c~nftg-
uration factor from.the segment 
to above planes to the plane and punch results 
Cards 157-160 Cards 231-233 
I 
Fig. 10. Block Diagram of Sphere-to-Plane Program 
TABLE III 
SPHERE-TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
58 
C 0000 0 RADIATION CONFIG HEHi PLANE 1 2Jlt C NA•NA+l 
0IMENSIONARl5 1,AXISJ,AYl51,AZ 2 GO TO 220 
S9 
l 151tAYR14ltCSTHXl61tCSTHYl61• 3 
2~2 0 ARCiM•CON4 60 
2 CSTHZ161 It 
210 0 VAR3•S1~F(ARGH1 61 
DIMENSION AXRRl51,AYRR15ltAZ 5 VARlt•COSF(ARu"I 
112 
1 RRl51tCXl61tCYl61tCZl61tEl5•31 6 
GO TO 1229t23C,23lt232•2?9, 113 
2 ,CSSISltALPHAl51 7 
I 230,231,232,229,2]01,NA 64 
1 0 READtPRONOtJZ, AXll It 8 
229 :l VAR1•VAR3 b~ 
1 1 AYllltAZlll,AXl21 9 
VARZ•VAR1o 116 
READtAYl21tAZl2ltAXl31tAYl31• 10 GO TO 2SC 
117 
l AZ(31tAXl4ltAYl41 11 23J C VAR1•VAR4 
68 
READtAZl4ltALPHl,ALPH2tRtRA,RB 12 VAR2•-YAll3 
69 
ANc:JZ 13 
GO TO 2SO 70 
AO=l,5707879 14 231 0 VAR1•-VAR3 
ll 
Al=•,211tl2453 15 VAR2•-VARlo 
72 
A2•e08466649 16 GO TO 2!>0 
n 
A3•·,03575663 17 232 0 VAR1•-VAR4 
71, 
A4•o00864884 18 VAR2•VAR3 
7S 
C 0000 0 OBTAIN COORD MD PTS 19 2so O GO TO 1201t28~1,LN 
lb 
DELAL•IIALPHZ•ALPHll/ltNI 20 280 0 SNTHR•VARl 
77 
1 t0,0174533 21 CSTHR•VAR2 
78 
ALPH)•ALPHl•0,0174533- 22 TMPJ•O, 79 
l OElAL/2,0 23 TMP2•0, 
80 
DELR•IRA•RBI/AN 24 TMP3•0o 81 
RC•RB•DELR/2, 25 601 ODO 610 J•lt4 82 
CONl•RC 26 AYRRIJl•AYRCJJ•CSTHR•AZIJI• 83 
C 0000 0 DETERHJN OF HORIZ INTERSECT 27 l SNTHR 84 
Gl•O, 28 AYRRCSl•AYRRlll 85 
G2•0, 29 610 0 AZRRCJluAZIJl•CSTHR+ 
G3•0, 30 610 1 AYRfJl•SNTHR 
86 
AX 15 I •AX 111 
87 
31 AZRAC51•AZRRl11 88 
AVISJ•AYUI 32 
AZfSt•AZllt 
K•O 89 
SOO ODO 6lZ M•l•JZ 
33 DO 350 N•h4 90 
ALPH3•ALPH3+DELAL 
34 IFIAZRRCNl•A13J0t3Z0•330 91 
35 310 0 lf1AZRRCN+ll•RJ350,350t311 
ARGMaALPHJ 36 
9Z 
LN•l 
311 0 K•K+l 
" 
GO TO ZOO 
'7 LA•O 94 
,a 312 0 YRR•CR•AZRIICN+lll•CAYARIHI• 9S 
201 0 SNALR•VARl 39 
CSALR•YARZ · 40 
312 1 AYARCH+ltl/CAZAACNl•-ZAAIH+llt 96 
312 Z.+AYRAIN•ll 91 
SOS O DOS10N•lt4 ,u 
AXARf NI •AXI N J•CSALR•AY,I NI• .u 
XRA•fR•AZAAIN+l)JtlAXRACNI• 98 
1 AXAACN•U II /CAZAR IN 1-AZRR C N+l JI 99 
1 Sl'IALR : · , ,4' 
AXARC5t•AXRRl11 
2 +AXARUC+ll . 
510 0 AYA(NJ•AYINl•CSALA+AXfN;•$NALR 
44 YA•YRR•CSTH~+A•SHTHR 
100 
4S 
101 
. . RC•CONl · 1 • . . . ~6 
U•K+U ' . 102 
CXIKii•XAR•CSALR•YR•SNALR 103 
600 0 DO 611 Nl•l,JZ ·, 41 CYIKll•YR*CSALA-XRA•SNALA 104 
RC•AC+DELR .48 
AR&•ACIR ' · • , 49 
cz_c K ~ I •R•cs,:Hlt-YRA• SIITtdl 105 
"" 
JFILA•lJJS0,334,31! 106 
,1, 0 ·PAU~TTTTT 107 
TABLE III (Continued) 
DO 650Jal,K 172 GO TO 350 115 CSSI I J•CSTliXI I 1•CSTHXI 1+11+ 173 
323 0 t:aK+l 116 I CS THY I I J•CSTHYI l+ll•CSTHZI 11' 174 
CXIKl=AXINI 117 2 CSTHZll+ll IH CYIICJ=AYINI 118 lflCSSI I Jlb!>l,6~Z,653 I 77 CZIICJi:AZINI 119 651 0 IFICSSI I J+l, 16S8,654,b~9 176 CXIK+ll•AXIN+l I 120 6S3 0 If ICSSl 11·1, l6S911»S5,6S7 178 CYIIC+ll•AYIN+l I 121 652 ~ ALPHA I I J•l,57l'79 179 CZIK+ll•AZIN+ll 122 160 
GO TO 350 123 GO TO 6,0 I 81 
33C 0 K=K+l 124 6S4 0 ALPHAlll•J•l~IS9 161 
IFIAZRAIN+ll-Rl33lt332•332 125 60 TO 6SO 183 
331 0 CXIICl•AXINI 126 6S5: ALPHAIII• "• 18• CYIICl=AYINI 127 GO TO 650 185 CZIKJi:AZINI 128 659 0 ARG•CSS 111 186 LA"l 129 LH•I 187 GO TO 312 130 799 0 JFIARGl80J18C2,8C2 
334 0 IC•K+l 131 80C C LL•I 188 
GO TO 350 132 ARCi•-ARCi 189 
332 0 CXIKJaAXINI 133 GO TO 8C3 190 
CYIKl•AYINI Ult e.,z C LL•O 191 192 CZIKl•AZ(NI 135 803 0 PHl•AR(it(ARG•l~R(it(A4 1ARG• 193 t;XIK+ll•AXIN+ll 136 803 1 A31+A2 J+Al I +AC 
CYIK+ll•AYIN+ll 137 PHl2•SORTF11,-AAGJ 194 
CZIIC+ll•AZIN+l 1 138 ANGLE•PH(tPHJ2 195 
350 0 CONTINUE 139 IFILL-11810,815,820 196 
IFIK-21671,671,620 140 815 0 ANGLEaJ,14159-AHGLE 197 
620 0 BY•R•SNTHR•CSALR 141 GO TO 810 )98 
BX•R•SNTHR•SNALR 142 82C O PAUSE 9877 199 
BZsR•CSTHR 143 810 0 lFILM-11840,850,860 200 
CXIK+ll•CXlll 144 840 0 PAUSE 9887 201 
CYIK+U•CYll 1 145 850 0 ALPHAIJl•AHGLE 202 
CZIK+ll•CZlll 146 GO TO 6SO 203 
DO 640 J•hK 147 6S8 ~ IFICS5111+lo00011656t654t654 204 
Elltll•BY•ICZCII-CZCl+ll l+CY 148 657 0 1FICSSlll-lo000Jl65St6S5t6S6 205 
1 lll•CCZll+ll-BZl+CYll+ll•IBZ- 149 656 0 PAUSE 1111 206 
2 CZCI I I 150 6SO O CONTINUE 207 
ECJ,21•BZ•CCXCII-CXll+lll+CZI 151 PO 660 l•ltK 208 
1 ll•ICXll+ll-BXl+CZll+ll•IOX- 152 DO 660 J•lt3 209 
Z CXllll 15' 660 0 ElltJl•ElltJl•ALPH/1111 210 
Ell1Jl•BX•ICYCll-C:VCl+lll+CXCI 154 PO 665 l•ltK 211 
l l•ICYCl+ll-BYl+CXCl+ll*C DY- 155 TMPl•E 11 tll+TMPl 212 2 CYClll 156 TMP2•ECltZl+TMP2 21' ARClt•SORTFIElltll*Elltll+EIJ 157 665 0 TMPJ•ElltJl+TMPJ 214 1 ,Zl•ElltZl+Ellt31•Ellt311 158 TEMP•SORTFIITMPl•TMPl+TMPZ• 215 DO 630 J•h3 159 1 TMPZ+TMP3•TMPJ1•1ex•B~+BV•BY 216 630 0 ElltJl•ElltJI/ARlll 160 Z +8Z!B~II 217 DELX•BX-CXIJI 161. CSGMA•ITMPl•8X+TMPZ•BY 218 Df&.Y•BV-CVI 11 162 1 +TMPJ•BZJ,'TEMP 219 DELZ•BZ-CZC 11 163 Gl•!M~l•~S~MA+Gl zzo 
--- - --- - ·· - ~- - - - -- - -
TABLE III (Continued) 
DELZ•AZl21•AZl11 229 
SIDE1•S0RTF1DELX•DELX+DELY•DEL 230 
- · --i Y+DELZ•DELZ) . -· -· 231 
DELXeAXl31-AXr21 232 
DELY•AYl31•AY12l 233 
DELZ•AZ13l•AZl21 234 
SIDE2•S0RTF(DELX•DELX+DELY•D£L 235 
1 Y+DELZ•DELZ I 236 
AREAA 8 SIDE1•SIDE2 237 
C 0000 0 AREA OF HEMISPHERE 238 
AREAB•,Ol7453•R•IALPH2•ALPH11 239 
1 •IRA•RBI 240 
AAGAB•S1•AREAB/IAN•AN•6e28318J 241 
PUNCH,PRONO ,AREAAtAREAB, 242 
1 AAGAB 243 
GO TO 1 244 
E~ ~5 
CHAPTER VIII 
CONE-TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
The cone i.n this program can be a full cone, a frustrum, 
ment of a frustrum of a cone. The axis of the cone is on.th~ 
the segment of the cone is defined, as in the previous progra: 
angle (Alph 2-Alph 1). The intersection of the conical surf, 
y axis is designated as AH,. and the height of the cone is de1 
BH. The base of the cone is always on the x-y ·plane. The .r1 
base is designated as R (see Fig. 12). The plane la defined1 
previous programs,. by the cyclic co-ordinates of the corner I 
cone-to-plane program differs somewhat from the preceding twc 
for curved surfaces. One of the differences arises clue to tl 
each subdi.vi.sion on the cone does not have the same al:'ea. I1 
ceding programs, the dA term in equation (3. 27) was removed : 
summation since the surface was divided into equal subareas. 
conical surface, however,. each subdivision becomes smaller i1 
the program proceeds toward the apex of the cone. Aa a resu: 
term cannot be removed from the summation in equation (3. 27) 
area must be calculated for each subdivislon. In addition tc 
method used to calculate the co-ordinates of the center poin1 
sub-areas, a major difference occurs in the hol:'izon decision 
Since the conical surface does not present a constant radius 
45 
which to compare the co-ordinates of the corner points of the 
vector method was used to determine the plane' a relative posit 
horizon of the point. 
The vector method is accomplished by first calculating tl 
nates of the intersection point of a normal to the conical .su1 
the origin. A unit normal to the conical surface from the or: 
then obtained. The x axis is then rotated so that the point . : 
on the conical surface is contained in the x-y plane. The x, 
co-ordinates o £ the corner points of the plane are then calcu 
respect to the new axes. A vector from the origin to each .co: 
is then obtained, and from the dot product of each vector so 1 
and the unit normal to the conicel surface, a horizon decisio: 
Figure 11 shows a projection of plane ABCD on rotated x'-y' p 
point in question will. be on line GH and its horizon is the p 
taining line GH perpendicular to the page. 
Fig. 11. Horizon Decision for Cone 
If vect:o r 00 is dotted with a unit vector along OP, the 
the r es u 1 t wi 11 be greater than the magnitude of the unit ve1 
ther e fore, point: D o f the plane appears above the horizon of 
vectorOA is dott:ed wit:h the unit vector along OP, the magnit1 
result wi 11 be less than the magnitude of unit vector along 1 
of the plane will b e below the horizon of point P. The co-o 
the int ersec t:ion F will then be calculated. The process is 
all four points ABCD of the plane, and the polygon EBCDF is 
of ABCD that point p actually sees. The contour integration 
carried out for this polygon with reference to the original 
The block diagram and the Fortran program for cone-to-p 
uration factor follows. 
AH 
z 
y 
AX(4) 
AY(4) 
AZ(4) 
Alph 2 
Fig. 12. Cone-to-Plane Configuration 
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1 
Obtain unit nonnal vector Obtain cosines of angles subtend-
ed at point on cone by sides of 
from origin to conical surface the polygon 
Cards 18-24 Cards 173-187 
I . I 
Obtain subareas on cone from 
Obtain angle Alpha (N) for each 
angle and height subdivisions 
of the above cosines · 
Cards 33-39 Cairds 188-216 
' 
I 
Obtain cosine of angle of rotat-
ion to point in question and cal- Multiply angle ·Alpha (N),by 
culate co-ordinates of corner 
points of plane for rotated axis unit normals to planes 
Cards 41-69 Cards 217-219 
I I 
Obtain area of subdivision Multiply irradiation vector by 
normal to subdivision and area 
on surface of cone of subdivision and SUlD 
results 
Cards 77-87 Cards . 22()-233 
.. 
I I 
Determine position of plane 
relative to horizon of point and Obtain area of plane 
calculate any intersections 
Cards 88-154 Cards 237-248· 
I I 
Obtain x, y and z co-efficients Obtain product of area of cone 
for equations of planes from point and configuration factor from 
on cone to sides of polygon and the cone to the plane and punch 
calculate unit normal to each results 
Cards 159-172 Cards 249-250 
I 
Fig. 13. Block Diagram of Cone-to-Plane Program 
-~ ~ ___,,_.,. __ 
.-. .. 
""--... · ,---- ,,., __, ... ~ ~ .. 
TABLE IV 
CONE-TO-PLANE PROGRAM 
C 0000 ~ RAO CONFIG FAC CONE TO PL~PIE l CS :.L?.•-•JA:> l I ! 
OIMENSIONAR(SJ,AXl51,~Y!Sl, 2 GO ~O 2S? 5~ 
! AZl5J,CSTHXl61,CST~Yl61,C51~Z 3 211 S~ltlQa-yAO l bC 
Z 161,CSSl6lt~XRl51,AZ•l51 4 CSAL~'-VA02 
bl 
OlM:NSIONCXl61,CYl61•CZl6lo ~ GO lC 2~? 
bl 
El5,31tAlPHAl51 6 2)2 C SNALR •·VA?2 
~) 
IO REAO,PRONO,J2,L0CtAXIJlt 7 (SALP. •VAQ l 
64 
1 l AYlll,AZfll,AXl21 e 2~ 0 C DO 5JC H• lt4 
65 
QEAOtAY12ltAZl?ltAXDl,AYl)J1 9 Ll RI>! I •A ll/II t ( ' • L;, ,11 I 'II ' <'1l l o bb 
AZ13ltAXl4J,AYl41 10 
Sl'. C AXQl ~l •AXI NI• ( ~L~· All~ l ' ' ~A~O 67 
REA0,AZl4JtAlPHltAlPH2tRtAH,9H 11 AX Ql5J •Ar~l ll bl 
AH•J2 12 
HRIS I •AlRI 11 ~9 
AO•lo57C7879 13 
q9,q 70 
Al•-,21412"53 14 J.M2• ~. 
71 
AZ•,08466649 IS eYC••OElH/2, 71 
A3•-,0,S75663 16 6:C C :,0 671 Hl•l,J2 
7) 
A4•,00864894 17 TMPl •C, 74 
C 0000 0 OBTAIN UNIT ~ORMAL VECTOR 1e THP2• C, H 
PROO•AH•R/IA•R+AH•AHI 19 HIP3• 0, 76 
XV•PROD•AH 20 RBl•R& 
77 
YV•PROO•R 21 9YC•BYC•OEL>i 78 
AMOD•SORTFlxv•xv+YV•YYI 22 AH2•AH2+0£LH 79 
A8AR•XY/AH0D 23 RC•R-lfl(Pl•~YC 90 
9BAR•YY /AM00 24 RB •R•TEl'l'I •AH2 ,1 
C 0000 0-DETERNINATION OF HORIZON INTER 25 AIIT 2•A5l+RB 92 
Gl•O, 26 ANT)•SORTFI OEl H•OElH+IRB! -Re1 • 
., 
G2•0, 27 I tABl•RBII 14 
G3•0, 28 0AAEA•ANT l •ANT1•ANT3 e5 
AJIEAll•O, 29 IIX•RC•CSAlA 16 
.Ul51•AJ(lll 30 ez. RC• S"AI)! ,1 
AY151•ATlll 31 K•, .. 
AZl51•AZll l 32 00 350 ""I 14 
., 
0ELAL•IIALPH2->LPH1l/A"I• 33 DOT•ABAA•AXRCHl•BBAA•AYINI 90 
0,0110:n 34 !FIOOTJ 3101307,302 91 
~PH3•ALPHl•0,:1l4533• 35 , 02 o 1,100T-AM00131 0,,20,,,o 9Z 
0£LALt2,0 36 310 0 DOT•AIIAA•AXAIH•ll•BIIAR•AYIH•ll 93 
OEUi•IIH/AH 37 lfl00Tl350t311,311 94 
TEMPl•R/H ,e 311 0 IFIOOT-AIJl001350,350,312 95 
ANTl•0,5•D£LAl 
" 
312 C K•K•l 96 
500 0 DO 6l2 M•l•J2 40 L8•0 97 
ALPHJ•ALPHJ+OElAL 41 313 0 U•K+LB 91 
AIIGM•AVHJ 42 TfMPZ•AXAIH+ll·AXRIHI 99 
Nl•l .. , SLPZ•AH/A 100 
220 0 COH4•AIIGII 44 1,1tEMP21400,40l,400 101 
ARGM•ARGl'-l,57~7179 0 400 0 5LPl•IATCN+lJ-tYIHJI/T!MP2 102 
ffCAAGMl20Zt201t204 46 XA•IAH+AKAIHJ• •tPl-AYIHIJ/ 10, 
204 0 NA•Nl+l u 1 1SLP1•SLP21 104 
GO TO 220 .. YA•AH-~LPZ•XR 105 
'1n• f'l aOr..Mat'ftlf6 ... Zll•IIXA-AKAIHll•IAZAIH+ll- 106 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
llS 
S)7: :11, J l•~l l oJl /'P.l ll :77 
cY rx 1 >•YP. o,Lx, ex-or 1, I 1J 
CZIKJl•ZR•CS~LR-XQ•SSALP. 116 DE L·· ~· , -c rr Tl 174 
316 0 lflL9-11350,~31t117 117 ! 7~ 
317 C PAUSE 77777 11e 
j £LZ •BZ-CZ I 11 
32: C OOT•ABlR•AXRfN•ll+ea,~·~Yf~•!I I 19 
~l • SORT<r)ELx• ·,~ ,. ~[ t' ' ' :LY 177 
IF!COTJ322•321,32 1 120 
l +OELI•CEU I 1n 
321 0 !F!OOT-A~01327,32?t325 121 
CS T~Xl ll•O!:Lt / 0 : 11e 
322 0 (•(+ l 122 
CSTHYl]l•O[L YI • ! 179 
GO TO 350 123 
S41 0 CS THZIJl•O:Ll/ Pj 1ec 
323 0 LA•O 124 
CST1Xl(+ l l•C ST~1.I I I lll 
32ft 0 1(•(+1 12s 
CST >iY Ir.• [ l •( ST.,, I 11 181 
OIKJ•AXIHI 126 
CST>ill(•ll• ( ~T HZI I l 111 
CYIO•AYINI 127 
00 6S ~ l •J,r 1•• 
CZll)•AZIHJ 128 
C SS I I l •CS THX I I 1 •C '· Tt1 X I I• ! I• us 
JF(LA-11350,327,32~ 129 I ( STHY!Jl•CSTHY l l+ J J+( ST"llll' 
116 
326 0 PAUS~ 87777 130 
2 (!THZl]+]l )e7 
327 0 (X(t+ll•AXIH+ll 131 JF1CSS1lll6Sl, 6S7,6~ J 
JU 
CYIHI J•AYIH+l 1 112 
651 C IFICSSlll+ ! ,1658,654, 6,9 1e~ 
czn+I J•AZfH+l) 133 653 : JFICSSIJl-1+16591655,657 
190 
GO TO 350 134 
652 j ALPHAIIJ•l,57079 191 
325 0 LA•l 135 GO TO 650 
192 
GO TO 324 136 
654 0 ALPHAl1)•3,l4159 19) 
! : . .: ~ ~•X+l 137 GO TO 650 
194 
!>OT•ABAR•AXRIH•ll+SeAR•AYIN+ll 13! 655 0 ALPHAIJl•0, 
19S 
!F1DOTl33Jt332,332 139 GO TO 650 
196 
332 0 !F1DOT-AM0Dl33 1 ,334t334 140 659 0 ARG•CSSIII 
197 
331 0 CXIKl•AXlftl 141 799 0 IF(ARGl!00,801,802 !U 
CY(Kl•AY,(NJ 142 800 0 LL•l 199 
CZIKl•Al!NJ 143 ARG•-ARG 200 
L8•l 14' GO TO 803 201 
GO TO 313 14S 801 0 PAUSE 9777 212 
333 0 K•IC+l 146 eoz 0 u,0 203 
GO TO 350 147 803 0 PHl•ARG•IARG• !t RG•IA4•ARG• 204 
334 0 CXCKl•AXINI 148 803 1 AJl+A21+All+~: 205 
CY!Kl•AYINI 149 PHl2•$0RTFl1,-•RGI 206 
CZIKl•AZIHI 150 JIHGLf•PHl•PHl2 207 
CXIK+l l•AXIN+l 1 151 IFILL-11110,115,120 208 
CYIK+ll•AYIN+ll U2 115 0 AIIGLE•J,14159-~HGL[ 209 
CZll+ll•AZIH+l 1 1'3 810 0 ALPHAlll•ANGLE 210 
350 0 COHT·lHU[ 154 GO TO 650 211 
lFCK-2)610t670o620 155 120 0 PAUSE 9171 212 
62C 0 CXIK+ll•CXlll 156 651 0 1FIC5Slll+l,00Cll656t654t654 213 
CY!K+ll•CYlll 151 657 0 IFICSSlll-1,cor1)655,655,656 214 
CZCK+ll•CZlll 1!11 656 0 PAUSE 1111 21!1 
DO 640 l•hl 159 650 0 CONTJNUE 216 
E'lhll•BYC•ICZlll -,CZll+ll I 160 DO 660 l•ltK 211 
1 +CYlll•ICZll+ll-BZl+CYll+ll• 161 00 660 J•lt3 Z18 
2 IIIZ-CZIIII 162 660 0 £11,Jl•[ll,Jl•>LPHAIII 219 
ft1,21•Bz•rcx111-cx11+111 163 00 665 l•loK 220 
, .r,,,,.,r.r1+11-RYt •rt11+11• 1'6 THPl•Elloll+TMPJ 221 
TABLE IV (Continued) 
CSGMA=CONl+R*BYC/TEMP3 229 
Gl=(TMPl*CSGMAl*DAREA+Gl 2~0 
G2=TMP2*CSGMA*DAREA+G2 231 
G3=TMP3*CSGMA*DAREA+G3 232 
670 0 AREAB=AREAB+DAREA 233 
571 Cl CONTINUE 234 
672 0 CONTINUE 235 
S1=SQRTF(Gl*Gl+G2*G2+G3*G3l 236 
C 0000 0 AREA OF PLANE 237 
DELX=AX ( 2 ).-AX ( 1) 238 
DELY=AY(2)-AY( l) 239 
DELZ=AZ(2)-Alll) 240 
SlDEl=SORTF(DELX*DELX+DELY* 241 
l OELY+DELZ*DELZJ 242 
OELX=AX(3t-AX(2, 243 
DELY='AY(3)-AY(2) 244 
DELZ=AZ(3J-AZ·( 2) 245 
SIDEZ=SQRTFCDELX*DELX+DELY* 246 
1 DELY+DELZ*OELZJ 247 
AREAA=SIDE1*S10E2 248 
AA~AD-l'• IL _ ... a ..... ft ,.... ,_,.. 
CHAPTER IX 
SUMMARY AND CONCWSIONS 
The purpose of this study was to provide the means for d 
the radiation configuration factor for various types of surfa 
using contour integration theory, it was possible to eliminat 
dab le task of evaluating the double integral in equation (1.6 
a configuration factor for two surfaces. With the use of vec 
equation (1.6) can be transformed into an easily evaluatedcci 
gral. 
The computer programs that were developed using the cont 
gration theory provided results with good accuracy. The difj 
sults obtained were checked with values obtained by the use 
integral i.n equation (1.6). In reference (2) the author pre1 
of tables and graphs giving configuration factors for variouE 
relationships obtained through the use of the integral in (1. 
figuration factors were calculated with the programs present• 
report and checked with the results listed in the above refei 
results were in agreement for the configurations calculated. 
to-plane program was checked by comparing values obtained foi 
figuration factors of planes intersecting at finite angles, 1 
lel planes. The ~ylinder-to-plane program was checked also 
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with a configuration given for a line source parallel to a cylinder of 
equal length. Since the program will also calculate a configuration 
factor for a segment of a cylindrical surface, a configuration factor was 
calculated for a thin (approximately ten degrees) segment of a cylinder 
and a plane . The result was compared with the configuration fact;or ob• 
tained from the plane-to-plane program for a narrow strip and a larger 
parallel plane. The surfaces were so devised that the only difference 
in the surfaces for both programs was the slight curvature in the cylin· 
drical segment. The results from the two programs compared favorably, 
The sphere-to-plane program was checked in the same way as the previous 
two programs. Since the tabulated configuration factors for spheres and 
planes in reference (2) was very limited, the program was further checked 
by describing a narrow strip on the surface of a sphere of large radius 
irradiating a parallel plane. Again the geometrical relationship between 
the spherics l st rip and the plane approximated the narrow strip and larger 
plane of the plane-to-plane program. The results again compared satis-
factorily with the results of the previous two programs. The sphere-to• 
plane program was checked further by describing a full sphere and a plane 
in such a way that the plane represented one side of a cubical box enclos• 
ing the sphere. The answer to this particular configuration is known from 
logical considerations. If a sphere is located in the center of a cubical 
box, the energy reaching any side of the box would be exactly one-sixth of 
the total energy leaving the sphere, since all of the energy leaving the 
sphere wi 11 be intercepted equally on all sides of the enclosure, Even 
though the sphere was approximated by only one hundred points, (the 
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parame t e r J~ h·:1~ _.: 1,· , • 11 :1 ,· :1luc of ten ) ha lf of which cannot "see" the 
pl a n e, t lw n ·~u l t in ~ c ,, n f i gur.-1t i 0n fac t o r was ve r y c l ose to one-sixth. 
The c o n e - t o - pl:11w pr,,~ 1· am w.,s c h eck e d by describing a very tall cone with 
a sma ll b .:1se . :\ t 1·us trum of t he cone c l osely approximated the cylinder 
used in the c:y l i. n d <' t·- t ,, - p l anc p r og r am. The results obtained for the con-
figur a ti o n c 0 mp ,, r<' d v e r y f .:iv o r .:1bl y with the data listed in reference (2) 
and the r esult s o ht:1i n cd f r om the cy linder-to-plane program. The program 
was che ck C' cl f ur th<'r by des c ribing a n a rrow strip on the conical surface 
and a l a r ge r pLrne, t h L' c o n f i gu r a ti on approx imating those used in check-
ing the pre vi o u s tlHL'C p r og r ams . As was expected, the r esult was very 
close to be ing the s ,1n1c .:1s L, r the s i mila r configuration in the cylinder• 
to-plane progr;im ., n<l c .,mp a r c d favo r a bly with the results obtained fro:n 
the plane - t o -p 1 a n c ,me\ sphe r e·· to-p l a ne prog r ams b r tr.at configuration. 
For c omp a risi o n pc rp .:-ses , s .;:ne o f the r esults obtained with the 
programs are pr e s e nted in Tabl e V, a l ong with values obtained from re fer -
ence (2). The par ameter J 2 is a lso listed . It was found during the 
program eva lu a tion that a rr.uch large r value of J2 had a comparatively 
small effect when the surface that is subdivided is small in comparison 
to the other surface. The surfaces that are subdivided, as mentioned 
previously, are the B plane in the plane-to-plane program and the curved 
surfaces in the remaining programs. This fact can be utilized to save 
computer time when possible. 
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TABLE V 
COMPUTER PR<X;RAM RESULTS 
Description of Configuration J2 Fl-2 Desired Source 
Result of 
Result 
1. Two planes each 30 by 30 
inters ecting at ang le of : 
30° 3 , 63968 
6 .62579 ,6202 Ref. 2 
2, 60° 3 ,37542 
6 
.37255 .3712 It 
3. 90° 3 ,19918 
6 .19983 .20004 It 
4, 120° 3 .08493 
6 .08615 .08700 II 
5. 150° 3 .02666 
6 • 02112 .02151 II 
6. Two parallel 30 by 30 
planes 30 units apart 3 .20326 
6 .20006 .19982 II 
7. Narrow strip 0.16 by 30 
and parallel plane 30 by 
Not 
60 3 .48721 available 
8. Narrow strip 0.16 by 30 
and plane 30 by 60 per-
Not 
pendicular to one end 3 .21648 availa~le 
TABLE V(Continued) 
Description of Configuration 
9. Full cylinder and narrow 
parallel plane 
10. Narrow cylindrical segment 
and parallel plane 30 by 60 
11. Narrow cylindrical segment 
and plane 30 by 60 perpen-
dicular to one end 
12. Full sphere and one side 
of cubical enclosure 
13. Narrow spherical strip and 
parallel 30 by 60 plane 
14. Narrow spherical strip and 
30 by 60 plane perpendicu-
lar to one end 
15. Narrow conical strip and 
parallel 30 by 60 plane 
16. Narrow conical strip and 
30 by 60 plane perpendicu-
lar to one end 
17. Frustrum of full cone and 
narrow parallel strip 
J2 
10 .19480 
3 .47099 
3 .21460 
10 .16454 
3 .47052 
3 .21566 
3 .47102 
3 .21062 
10 .19602 
Desired 
a.ault 
0.200 
.48721 
.21648 
.16667 
.47099 
.21460 
.47099 
.21460 
.19480 
CHAPTER X 
RE COi'!}!ENDATIONS FOR FUTURE STUDY 
The p ro g rams pr<'s c nt c d in this report detail a method by which the 
configuratio n f a cto r c an be calculated between two surfaces with an elec-
tronic computt~r. l n the last three programs , curved surfaces were pre-
sentcd c o ntai.ni.ng arl'as that could not "see" the second surface, and a 
horizon dec i s i o n had t o be made for e ach point on the curved surface . If 
only a port i o n of th e plane could be seen, it was a fairly simple matter 
to calculat e the int e rsection points. If the second surface is another 
curv e d surface r a the r than a flat plane, complications rapidly become 
appare nt. For e xampl e, consider a simplified case of two cylinders with 
para l le 1 axes . It becomes more complicated to obtain the visible portion 
of the second cylinder from any g iven point on the first cylinder . In 
addition, the given point no longer ''sees" a polygonal surface. The 
ends of the cylinder will be seen as a portion of an ellipse or as a 
full ellipse. The irradiation vectors at the given point will no longer 
be collinear. The int eg ral in equation (3 .22) is no longer an ordinary 
scalar one. A program was developed for two parallel cylinders with the 
above factors considered, but it exceeded the capacity of the computer and 
could not be checked. The program evaluated the integral in (3.22) nu-
merically, and used the vector method in the horizon decision . By the 
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use of thC' Vl ·c· t o r h ,· ri. z~-n de>c i s i c n method and a numerical method of evalu-
ating the inl l'~ r;1l (J.22), the the0ry o f contour integration can be ex-
tended to dt' Vl' l ,1p p r ,,~ r ams cove ring a l arge amount of surfaces more c<lll-
plicated th.:1 n dcvc l 0pc d in this report . 
The programs .·w e l i.mit c d t o c a lculating the configuration factor for 
diffuse sur foc '-' s whC'r C' th (' intens ity is independent of the angle from 
normal, more commonl y r e ferred to as Lambert radiators . Many engineering 
materials do no t r a di a t e as Lambert radiators. This fact can be taken into 
consideration in the ca l culation o f the configuration factor by a modifi• 
cation to the programs . If the intensity can be expressed as a funet!1>1i to 
the angl e frcm the no rma l t o the surface, it would be possible to incorpo-
rate the ne c essary c h.:mges in the programs to acconunodate non-Lambertian 
radiators . 
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APPENDIX A 
VECTOR IDENTITY 
The vector id e nt i ty used in Chapter Ill in the mathematical ded· 
vation of the contour integral (footnote 1) will now be shown to be true, 
The identity is 
rl r 
- ' l \__l X N ~ 2 \ _N • r i.) = curl {A,l) 2 r ./ 
r 
where rl = unit vector along r 
r = magnitude of vector r 
_, 
arbitrary unit vector N = 
The expansion of the vector cross product in equation (A-1) yields 
.... 
.:.!. X N 
r 
= l ( r N -r N )i + l ( r N -r N.,j\j + ! (r N -r N \. (A 2) 
r \_ y z z y r \.. z x x r x y- y y/'. • 
Where the subscripts denote the x, Y, and z components of the respective 
unit vectors. 
er 
Unit vector -; can be written as 1 
.... 
r j k rl = r i + + r X y z 
rl x. + ~ j + ~ k = -1 
r r r 
(A,3) 
where x, y, and z are the components of vector r. Using the relation 
(A.3) in equation (A.2) and obtaining the curl indicated in (A,l), the 
result is 
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r ( . 1 X 
curl \.--; 
--< 
..... 
N 
/ 
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= 
(A,4) 
Since N was defined as an arbitrary unit vector it ia constant with re-
spect to the differentiation. Performing the d~fferentiation in 
equation (A, 4) and simplifying, the result is 
l rJ ) 2N N + N) 2 cur 1 (--;- x N = - ( x 4 x + ~ xz 4 z i 
r r r 
( N v
2
NNv N) ~ + 4 + yz4z j 
r r r 
cxz~x 
r 
The left hand side of equation (A. l) when exp~nded yield_s 
-
rl 
2 
r 
or 
l 
2 
r 
Cl£ i + .Y. j + ~ k) ( Nx ~ + Ny I. + Nz !'\ r r r ~ r r r) 
l ( 2 ) 4 x Nx + xyNy + xzNz i 
r 
l ./ 2 ) + 4 \__ xyNx + y Ny + yzNz j 
r 
(A,5) 
(A,6) 
(A,7) 
The minu s s i g n in equation (A, ·: ) will disappear due to· the direction 
taken for vector r 1 . Vector i\ was taken as a vector pointing from the 
variable point o n the sur face S toward the f~xed point Prather than in 
the usual op po s ite s ense. 
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APPENDIX B 
CORRELATION BETWEEN RADIATION AND ILLUMINATION 
Much of the theory involved in the derivation of the contour 
integration method of ca lcu lat ing configuration factors has its back• 
ground in illuminating engineering. Since light is merely ndiant ener• 
gy with wave lengths in the visible portion of the frequency spectrum, 
the theoretical considerations are identical. The only difference in 
the energy flux considered in the field of illumination and the energy 
flux considered in the field of radiation heat transfer ia the wave 
length, or the frequency range in which the radiant energy lies, 
An illuminating engineer is more concerned with the visual effect 
produced when a ray of energy strikes a surface, whereaa a heat trans• 
fer engineer would be interested in the temperature effect due to the 
ray. As a result of this difference in interest, the units and defi• 
nitions used in the two fields are not, in most cases, directly appli· 
cable to both fields. 
A ray of radiant energy incident on a surface appears the same to 
the surface regardless of whether or not it is in the visible frequency 
range . The only difference can occur in the magnitude of the effect on 
the surface. An illuminating engineer is interested in the luminous flux 
rather than the radiant flux striking the surface. Luminous flux is only 
that part of the radiant flux that invokes a sensation to the eye. Since 
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the eye can de t ect R di ffe r ence in brightness, color, and saturation, or 
paleness of the co l o r, a n illuminating engineer needs three quantities 
with whi c h to ca l cul a t e the visual effects in which he is interested, In 
contrast, the hea t transfer engineer, in most cases, is mainly interested 
in only one qu a ntit y - the total energy absorbed by the surface . The tools 
of the illuminating e ngineer - the equations and mathematical formulas· 
are more often exp r essed in terms of luminous flux or photometric quanti· 
ties . A corre l a tion e xists, therefore, between the quantities associated 
with heat trans fer ca lcu lat ions and illumination calculations. The range 
of wavel e ngths considered for heat transfer calculations is much greater 
than the visible spectrum. With the exception of luminous efficiencies 
and some sp·ecialize d quantities existing in one field only, the corres-
pondence betwee n the quantities used in the two fields is presented in 
Table VI , 
TABLE VI 
CORRELATION BETWEEN RADIATION AND ILLUMINATION QUANTITIES 
HEAT TRANSFER Ql.JAN'!'!_TY ~ -~--
--~~~ 
PHOTOMETRIC QUANTI TY 
Quantity Symbol Unit Quantity Symbo 1 l"n it 
Radiant Energy Q BTU Light Q Lum £: n-Sec 
Radiant Flux t BTU Luminous Flux F Lumen 
Hr 
Total Emissive Power E BTU Luminosity L Lumen 
Hr. Sq. Ft. Sq . Ft. 
Irradiation G BTU Illumination E Lumen Hr. Sq . Ft . Sq. Ft. 
Intensity I BTU Intensity I Lumen Hr.· Sq . Ft.- Steradian Steradian 
0\ 
0\ 
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